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INTRODUCTION
 .Let g be a Lie algebra over field k, and U g the universal enveloping
 .algebra. Let u ª u be the anti-endomorphism on U g such that X ª yX,Ï
w x for each X g g. Suppose l is a linear form on g vanishing on g , g . We
. lshall call such a l a character of g. We define u ª u as the endomor-
 .  .phism on U g such that X ª X q l X . Suppose q is a Lie subalgebra
of g with finite codimension. Let d be the linear form on q defined as
1 <d X s tr ad X grq , .  . .2
for each X g q. It is easy to see that d is a character of q.
 .  .Let t , V be a representation of q , and t *, V * the dual representa-
 .  .  .  .tion. One can form two U g -modules U g m V m C and U g mq d q
Ä .V * m C . Let J and J be the corresponding annihilators. Duflo provedd
Ï Ä w xJ s J for finite dimensional g 2 . He mentioned that this proposition
makes sense even if g is infinite dimensional. We shall call it the Duflo
conjecture.
Here is another, similar problem. Let G be a complex reductive Lie
group with Lie algebra g , and Q a parabolic subgroup of G with Lie
algebra q. Let L be a Levi factor of Q. For each Dixmier algebra A of LL
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w xA for G 4 . He conjectured that if there is an anti-endomorphism onG
A , there should be one on A . As pointed out by him, the existence ofL G
such an anti-endomorphism is important in the theory of unitary represen-
w xtations 5 .
The purpose of this paper is to prove the conjectures mentioned above.
We shall prove in Section 1 a fairly general result concerning universal
enveloping algebras which immediately implies the result on induced
ideals. We prove the Vogan conjecture in Section 2.
Remark. After the completion of the work, the author was informed by
 .Duflo that his conjecture our Corollary 1.2 had been proved by Chemla
w x1 . Her method is similar. But we think that there are important differ-
ences. With our method the Vogan conjecture follows easily. This is not
true with hers.
1. AN ALGEBRAIC RESULT
Let g be a Lie algebra over k, and q a subalgebra with finite codimen-
sion. Let d be the character of q defined in the Introduction.
To motivate the following convoluted construction, we now recall the
concept of formal power series on a homogeneous space. Let G be a Lie
group, and Q a closed subgroup. Let g and q be the corresponding Lie
algebras. The space of the formal power series on GrQ at eQ can be
 .identified with the space of maps f : U g ª C, such that
f Xu s 0, 1 .  .
 .for each X g q and u g U g .
 .Let A be an associative algebra, and f : U q ª A a homomorphism.
 .Let P be the space of maps f : U g ª A satisfying the conditionA
f Xu s f X f u y f u f X , 2 .  .  .  .  .  .
 .  . .for each X g q and u g U g . For f , f g P , we define f f u by1 2 A 1 2
f f u s f u f uX , 3 .  .  .  .  .1 2 1 i 2 i
i
X  .where Du s  u m u . Here D is the homomorphism from U g intoi i i
 .  .U g m U g such that for each X g g ,
D X s X m 1 q 1 m X . 4 .
 .It is easy to check that f f belongs to P , and that 3 makes P an1 2 A A
 .   . . .associative algebra. For each X g g , u g U g , and f g P , ad X f uA
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is defined by
ad X f u s f uX . 5 .  .  .  . .
The map ad is a derivation of P .A
w x  .We now define the smash product 3, Sect. 7.2 P aU g , which as aA
 .vector space is isomorphic to P m U g . The algebra structure is deter-A
mined by
Xf y fX s ad X f . 6 .  .
We also denote by ad the difference of the left and right actions of g on
 .P aU g .A
 .For each character l of q , let f be the homomorphism from U q intol
A such that
f X s f X q l X q d X , 7 .  .  .  .  .l
 .for every X g q. Suppose t , V is a faithful representation of A. Through
 .f we get a representation of q. So we can form U g m V. For f g P , u,l q A
 .  .  .w g U g , and ¨ g V, we define p f and p w by
p f u m ¨ s uX m f u ¨ , 8 .  .  . .Ï i i
i
p w u m ¨ s wu m ¨ , 9 .  .  .
where uX and u are determined by D. It is easy to see that, for eachi i
X g g ,
p X p f y p f p X s p ad X f . 10 .  .  .  .  .  . .
 .  .  .  .Let 0 s U g ; U g ; U g . . . be the standard filtration on U g .y1 0 1
 .Let M s U g m V. By induction one can easily show thatk k q
p f f M s p f p f M , k s 0, 1, . . . . 11 .  .  .  .  .  .1 2 k 1 2 k
 .We conclude that p gives a representation of P aU g .A
Ä Ä  .Let A be an associative algebra, and f a homomorphism from U q
Ä Äinto A. Suppose there exists an anti-homomorphism j : A ª A such that
 .for each u g U q ,
Äj f u s f u . 12 .  .  . . Ï
Ä Ä .Let f : U q ª A be the homomorphism satisfying the following condi-yl
tion: For each X g q ,
Ä Äf X s f X y l X q d X . 13 .  .  .  .  .yl
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Ä Ä Ä Ä .  .Let t , V be a representation of A. Through A, f it gives aÄ yl
Ä .  .representation of U q . So we can form U g m V. As before we haveq
Ä .  .algebra P aU g acting on U g m V. We call the action p . Let f g P ,ÄÄA q A
 .  . .u g U g . We define j ( f u g A by
j ( f u s j f u . 14 .  .  .  . .
It is easy to show that j ( f g P .ÄA
 .  .Finally, we define G fu g P aU g byÄA
G fu s u j ( f . 15 .  .  .Ï
 .  .This is an anti-homomorphism from P aU g into P aU g . Our mainÄA A
result is
 .  .THEOREM 1.1. Let ker p and ker p be the kernels of p and p ,Ä Ä
respecti¨ ely. Then
G ker p : ker p . 16 .  .  . . Ä
Before embarking on the proof, we show an immediate consequence.
ÄCOROLLARY 1.2. Let J and J be defined as in the Introduction. Then
Ï ÄJ s J.
 .  .Proof. Let I be the kernel of U q ª End V . Taking l s 0, A s
Ä Ï .  .  .  .  .U q rI, and A s U q rI, we then have U g l ker p s J, and U g l
Ä Ï Ä .ker p s J. So J : J. The other direction can be achieved in the sameÄ
way. Q.E.D.
LEMMA 1.3. Let f g P , and Y g g such thati A i
p Y f M s 0. 17 .  . i i k /
i
Then
p Y f M : M . 18 .  . i i kq1 1 /
i
 .Proof. We use induction on k. We start at k s y1. Then 17 is true
for all f and Y . We need to show that, for each ¨ g V,i i
p Y f 1 m ¨ : M . . i i 1 /
i
 .  .This is obvious from 8 and 9 .
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 . .Assume the lemma holds at k y 1. Suppose p  Y f M s 0. Thei i i k
space M is spanned by its subspaces XM , for X g g. So it suffices tokq1 k
show that, for every X g g ,
p Y f XM : M . 19 .  . i i k 1 /
i
 . X XNote that ad X  Y f can be written in the form of  Y f , andi i i i i i
p Y X f X M . i i ky1 /
i
s p ad X Y f M .  . i i ky1 /
i
s p X p Y f M y p Y f XM .  .  . i i ky1 i i ky1 /  /
i i
s 0. 20 .
By the inductive hypothesis
p Y f XM . i i k /
i
s yp ad X Y f M .  . i i k /
i
s p Y X f X M . i i k /
i
: M , 21 .1
 .which is 19 . Q.E.D.
Let X , X , . . . , X be a basis of a complement of q in g. For each1 2 n
n m m1 mn < < nm g N , denote X s X ??? X , and m s  m .1 n 1 i
PROPOSITION 1.4. For each X g q , there exist unique f and f in P suchi A
that
p X q X f q f s 0. 22 . i i /
i
 .Proof. We shall construct f and f on U g recursively. For eachi k
¨ g V, if
p X q X f q f 1 m ¨ s 0, 23 .  . i i /
i
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 .  .then by 8 and 9 ,
1 m f X ¨ q X m f 1 ¨ q 1 m f 1 ¨ s 0. 24 .  .  .  .l i i
i
Equivalently,
f 1 s yf X , f 1 s 0. 25 .  .  .  .l i
 .Suppose we have determined f and f on U g on the condition thati k
 . .p X q  X f q f M s 0. By Lemma 1.3, no matter what values fi i i k i
and f take outside of M , we always havek
p X q X f q f M : M . 26 .  . i i kq1 1 /
i
n < <  .  .For any m g N with m s k q 1, by 8 and 9 , we have
m Ïm Ïmp X q X f q f X m ¨ s X m f X ¨ q 1 m f X ¨ q . . . . .  .  . i i i i /
i i
27 .
 .  .By 26 the omitted terms in 27 are of degree one or zero. And their
 .coefficients have been determined. So we can always choose uniquely
 m.  m.suitable values for f X and f X . Q.E.D.i
Remark 1.5. In the setting of Proposition 1.4, f and f take values ini
  ..f U q .
LEMMA 1.6. If there are finitely many f g P such thatm A
p X m f s 0, m /
m
then f s 0, for all m.m
 < < < 4Proof. Assume otherwise. Then let m s max m f / 0 . If therem
< <  .exists m with m s m, and f 1 / 0, then for each ¨ g V,0 0 m 0
p X m f 1 m ¨ s X m m f 1 ¨ . 28 .  .  . m m /
m m
This cannot be zero for all ¨ since the representation of A on V is
  ..faithful. In general, we can find k g N such that f U g s 0, for all mm k
< < < <   ..with m s m, but there exists m with m s m such that f U g / 0.0 0 m kq10
< <  n .Hence one can find n with n s k q 1 such that f X / 0. Then wem0
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  n . m .. .consider p ad X  X f 1 m ¨ , which will cause a contradiction, asm m
we have seen. Q.E.D.
COROLLARY 1.7. In the setting of Proposition 1.4 and Theorem 1.1,
 .ker p is generated by X q  X f q f.i i i
 .Proof. Let K be the two-sided ideal in P aU g generated by X qA
 X f q f. Then by induction along with Proposition 1.4, we havei i i
P m U g s K q P m C X m. 29 .  .A A
m
 .By Lemma 1.6 this must be a direct sum. It follows that ker p s K.
Q.E.D.
LEMMA 1.8. Let Y g q , h , f , and f in P such thatj j i A
p Y h q X f q f s 0. 30 . j j i i /
j j
Then
p G Y h q X f q f s 0. 31 .Ã  j j i i / /
j i
Proof. We shall prove by induction on k that
Äp G Y h q X f q f M s 0. 32 .Ä  . j j i i k / /
j i
Ä Ä .Here M s U g m V. We start from k s 0. For each ¨ g V,k k q
p Y h q X f q f 1 m ¨ s 0. 33 .  . j j i i /
j i
Hence
1 m f Y h 1 ¨ q X m f 1 ¨ q 1 m f 1 ¨ s 0. 34 .  .  .  . . l j j i i
j i
Therefore
f 1 s 0, 35 .  .i
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and
f 1 s y f Y h 1 .  . . l j j
j
s y f Y q l Y q d Y h 1 . 36 .  .  . .  . . j j i j
j
 .For each X , let ad Y X s  C X q Y for some Y g q. Fromk j k l jk l l jk jk
p Y h q X f q f X m ¨ s 0, 37 .  . j j i i k /
j i
 .  .combined with 35 and 36 , we easily get
f X s C h 1 . 38 .  .  .i k jk i j
j
By the definition of d in the Introduction, we have
f X s C h 1 s 2d Y h 1 . 39 .  .  .  . .  i i ji i j j j
i i , j j
ÄNow for each w g V,
Ä Äp Y 1 m w s 1 m f Y w s 1 m f Y y l Y q d Y w. 40 .  .Ä  .  .  .  .  . /j yl j j j j
Hence
p G Y h q X f q f 1 m w .Ä  j j i i / /
j i
s p y j ( h Y y j ( f X q j ( f 1 m w .  .Ä  . j j i i /
j i
Äs y 1 m j ( h 1 f Y y l Y q d Y w . .  .  .  .  /j j j j
j
y X m j ( f 1 w q 1 m j ( f X w q 1 m j ( f 1 w. .  .  .  .  . i i i i
i i
 .  .  .  .Combining 12 , 35 , 36 , and 39 one can easily conclude that the above
is zero.
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 .Assume 32 holds for k. Then for each X g g ,
Äp G Y h q X f q f XMÄ  . j j i i k / /
j i
Äs p G ad X Y h q X f q f M . 41 .  .Ä  . j j i i k / / /j i
 . .  .Note that ad X  Y h q  X f q f is in ker p and can be written inj j j i i i
the form of  Y hX q  X f X q f 9. By the inductive hypothesis we arej j j i i i
done. Q.E.D.
Theorem 1.1 follows immediately from Corollary 1.7 and Lemma 1.8.
2. DIXMIER ALGEBRAS
 .Let G be a connected complex reductive Lie group with Lie algebra g.
 .DEFINITION 2.1. A Dixmier algebra for G is a pair A, f satisfying the
following conditions:
 .i A is an associative algebra over C, equipped with a locally finite
 .algebraic action called Ad of G by algebraic automorphisms.
 .  .ii The map f is an algebra homomorphism of U g into A,
respecting the two adjoint actions of G. The differential of the action Ad
of G is the difference of the left and right actions of g defined by f.
 .  .iii A is a finitely generated U g -module.
 .iv Each irreducible G-module occurs at most finitely often in the
adjoint action of G on A.
 .The simplest example of a Dixmier algebra is any quotient U g rI of
 .U g by a primitive ideal.
To make this paper self-contained, we shall reproduce the construction
w xof an induced Dixmier algebra by Vogan 4 . We then proceed to prove a
conjecture by him.
  ..Fix a pair Q, A , f , where Q is a parabolic subgroup of G with LeviL L
factor L, and f in a Dixmier algebra for L. Let q and l be the LieL
algebras of Q and L, respectively. For each character l of L , we get a new
 .Dixmier algebra A , f , where for each X g l ,L L, l
f X s f X q l X q d X . 42 .  .  .  .  .L , l L
 .One can make A , f a Dixmier algebra for Q by letting the nilradicalL L, l
of Q act on A trivially. To emphasize this structure we denote it byL
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 .A , f . Suppose V is a faithful representation of A . ThroughQ Q, l L
 .A , f we defineQ Q, l
V s U g m V . 43 .  .g , l q
We shall construct A as an algebra of endomorphisms of V .G, l g , l
 .DEFINITION 2.2. An endomorphism T of V s U g m V is said tog , l q
 .be of type A if and only if for every u g U g , there are finitely manyL
 .elements u , . . . , u in U g , and E , . . . , E in A , so that for each1 m 1 m Q
¨ g V
m
T u m ¨ s u m E ¨ . 44 .  . i i
1
Write
<A s T g End V T is of type A . 45 . 4 .g , l g , l L
 .  .For each w g U g , we define f w to be the endomorphism of Vg , l g , l
defined by the action of w. This is always of A type. Hence we getL
f : U g ª A , 46 .  .g , l g , l
a homomorphism of algebras. Denote the difference of the left and right
actions of g by ad.
DEFINITION 2.3. In the setting of Definition 2.2, define
A s Ad G y finite subalgebra of A . 47 .  .G , l g , l
To understand this definition, recall that an element T g A is calledg , l
 .  .Ad G -finite if it belongs to a finite dimensional ad g -invariant subspace
F of A on which there exists an algebraic action Ad of G withg , l F
differential ad.
Through f we can definel
A s U g m A . 48 .  .G r Q , l q Q
 .Clearly A carries a left action of U g and a commuting right actionG r Q, l
 .of U q . There is also an algebraic action
Ad: Q ª End A , 49 . .G r Q , l
 .which is the tensor product of the adjoint actions on U g and A . TheQ
differential of Ad is the difference of the left and right actions of q.
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1 .  .In the setting of Definition 2.2, we define a T : U g ª A byG r Q, l
a 1 T u s u m E . 50 .  .  . i i
i
w xThe next two lemmas are proved in 4 .
1   . . LEMMA 2.4. Let A s Hom U g , A Here q acts ong , l q right, right. G r Q, l
 . . 1the first U g and on A on the right. Then a defines an isomorphismG r Q, l
from A onto A1 .g , l g , l
LEMMA 2.5. Define
A2 s Hom U g , A 51 .  . .g , l q left , ad. G r Q , l
 .to be the space of maps S from U g to A with the property thatG r Q, l
S Xu s ad X S u , 52 .  .  .  .
 . 12 1 2for X g q , and u g U g . Then a : A ª A defined byg , l g , l
a 12 S u s ad u S 1 53 .  .  .  .  . .
is an isomorphism.
 .  .Let A s U g m A . DefineG r Q, l k k q Q
2 2 <A s S g A S U g : A , 54 .  . .  . 4g , l , k g , l G r Q , l k
2  .and A as the Ad G -finite subspace.G, l, k
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let P and p be defined as in the beginning of SectionA
1. Then
a 12 ( a 1 (p P aU g s A2 . 55 .  .D .A g , l , kQ
k
Proof. Let X , X , . . . , X be a basis for a complement of q in g.1 2 n
2   ..  .Suppose T g A , for some k. Then T U g : U g m A . I claimg , l, k k q Q
< <that one can find unique f for m with m F k, so thatm
a 12 ( a 1 (p X m f s T . 56 . m /
< <m Fk
 .  .The idea is to construct f on U g by what else? induction on i. Form i
 . mi s 0, let T 1 s  X m T . Then from< m < F k m
a 12 ( a 1 (p X m f 1 s X m m f 1 , 57 .  .  . m m /
< < < <m Fk m Fk
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we get
f 1 s T 1 . 58 .  .  .m m
 . nSuppose we have determined f on U g . For each g g N , withm iy1
< <g s i,
a 12 ( a 1 (p X m f Xg . m /
< <m Fk
s ad Xg a 1 (p X m f 1 .  . m / /
< <m Fk
s a 1 (p ad Xg X m f 1 .  . m /
< <m Fk
s X m m f Xg q . . . . . m
< <m Fk
The error terms are of degrees no higher than k with known coefficients.
 .From here we determine f on U g . Q.E.D.m i
Suppose there is an anti-endomorphism j on A such thatL
j f X s f yX , 59 .  .  . .L L
for each X g l , and
j a a s j a j a , 60 .  .  .  .1 2 2 1
for all a and a in A . The main purpose of this section is to prove the1 2 L
following conjecture by Vogan.
THEOREM 2.7. There is an anti-homomorphism G: A ª A , suchG, l G, yl
that
G f X s f yX , 61 .  .  . .g , l g , yl
for each X g g.
Proof. It follows from Theorem 1.1, Proposition 2.6, and the fact that
A s A , 62 .DG , l G , l , k
k
w xwhich is proved in 4 .
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